
UAL Level 3 
Foundation Diploma in Art & Design
Part Time  19+ 



"The UK’s creative sector brings joy to millions, plays a key role in 
maintaining the nation’s mental health and is also a huge driver of 
economic growth. As we emerge from lockdown, we will need 
imagination and creativity more than ever. We will need those who can 
take specks of ideas and carve them into a vision for the future. But for 
that, we need our creative industries.”

Belinda Budge, Vice-Chair, Creative England and Creative Industries Federation
Press release: The Projected Economic Impact of Covid-19 on the UK Creative Industries report June 2020





Explore a range of 
specialisms:

Fine art
Painting 

Printmaking
3D

Ceramics
Metalwork
Glasswork

Textiles
Woodwork
Sculpture

Digital
Performance

Installation





● One Year course
● Two Days a week in College Studios & 

Specialist Workshops
● One day a week working independently
● Regular 1-1 tutorials with specialist 

tutors
● Networking - Peer crits and 

collaborations 
● HE & Employment support embedded 

within the course
● Professional Portfolio building 
● MET Progression Promise direct to 

degrees 

COURSE CONTENT  & STRUCTURE: 







Exhibit your work professionally in 
our prestigious annual end of year show 



“Being on this course has changed my life 
and I have learned so much not just in art 
but also about myself” Martha Bowes 

“I never thought I could go 
back to school and do 
something with life that I 
actually enjoy and feel 
good about” 
Kirsty Kennedy 

“The foundation course provided the stimulation and support to massively develop my creative skills and 
confidence. I started with very little art experience but by the end I had sold my first piece” 
Jackie Freeman 

“This foundation year has directed me to explore in a way I would 
otherwise have not. 

It has encouraged me to uncover which voice is the one I most 
need to have heard and appreciate the value of its naked honesty” 

Genevieve Ballard 

“I learnt a lot about myself and my work, this course 
gave me the confidence to push my work in new 

directions, to be braver and bolder. The information 
and experience I gained from this course has been 

invaluable, and will stay with me forever” 
Chay Harrison 


